Best of Eastern Europe: Poland, Czech Republic & Hungary!

July 27th – August 5th 2022
B-Breakfast L-Lunch D-Dinner

Poland: 2 Nights
Krakow
One of the country’s most vibrant cultural centers, with more than one thousand years of history,
Krakow is clearly the spiritual heart of Poland. “If you believe the legends, Kraków was founded
on the defeat of a dragon, and it’s true a mythical atmosphere permeates its attractive streets and
squares.” -Lonely Planet

Day 1, Wednesday July 27th: The Land of Castles & Cabbage (No meals)
Upon arrival at the Krakow International Airport (KRK), we’ll be picked up and
escorted to our hotel. The remainder of the day is at leisure. If you arrive in time for
dinner, our Tour Director will have a place picked out for the group to join for those
interested.

*Please note that ONE or TWO group airport transfers are included and the arrival time window
needed to make this transfer will be announced to those signed up approximately 3-4 months
prior to the trip departure date. We will be flying into the Krakow International Airport (KRK). If
you wish to book your flights prior to this announcement and you do not arrive within the needed
time window, we are always happy to help you arrange a private or shared shuttle transfer for
your specific arrival time (additional cost applies). *Note, your round-trip international flights
will be a MULTI-CITY BOOKING to arrive in Krakow (KRK) and depart from Budapest (BUD)

Day 2, Thursday July 28th: The Magical City of Krakow & the Dark Side
After breakfast this morning we’ll depart for our privately guided tour of the magical city
of Krakow.
We’ll visit Royal Wawel Hill and Royal
Wawel Castle. This Gothic-era castle was
built on the remains of a 10th century
settlement and expanded in Renaissance style
in the 16th century. Renaissance interiors
contain numerous paintings, furniture, and
national memorabilia. The Wawel Royal
Cathedral is a necropolis of Polish kings,
dukes, and noble citizens.
Next up is Krakow’s Old Town. Exploring
the Royal Route, this direction takes us
through the iconic medieval part of the city
passing by some of the most prominent
historic landmarks of Poland's royal capital.
We will explore Old Town Market Square, the Cloth Hall, St Mary’s Church with its
famous 15th century wooden Witt Stwosz altar, and Florianska Gate, Poland’s best
known 14th century Gothic tower and the center point for Krakow’s Old Town. An openair art gallery with numerous paintings and watercolors by local artists is often set up
around the tower.
This afternoon we’ll make our way through the Polish countryside for a somber but
important stop at the infamous concentration and *labor camp (more aptly named “death
camp”) Auschwitz/Birkenau. This
sobering landmark will be a
meaningful experience for many,
albeit a sad one. Auschwitz has
become the symbol for the
Holocaust and an important place
to learn and experience firsthand
the Nazi’s crimes against humanity
toward so many cultures, races, and
ideologies; an appalling “dark side”
to our humanity. You can learn
more about Auschwitz/Birkenau
here: http://en.auschwitz.org/z/
Arriving back in Krakow, the remainder of the day is at leisure to explore the cobblestone
streets and charming alleys from years gone by on your own. Tonight we’ll get together
at a charming local restaurant for our welcome dinner to start this Eastern European
journey off right.

Czech Republic (4 Nights)
Day 3, Friday July 29th: The Good “Dark Side” (B, L)
This morning we’ll make our way through the Polish
countryside en route to the Czech border. Today’s
adventure begins at an amazing cave system in the
Moravian Karst region of the country. The entire area is a
protected nature reserve and we’ll soon discover why.

The Sloupsko-Šošůvské Caves are mind boggling wonders of nature. They are the
largest accessible caves in the Czech Republic with an extensive complex of caverns,
corridors, and chasms. An exciting guided adventure into the abyss will be in order
before continuing onto Cesky Krumlov. Underneath the earth, we’ll discover massive
stalactite and stalagmite formations with elaborate shapes and ornate appearances.
Mother Earth shows her incredible artistic talent with the never ending beauty in this
“dark side” of the Czech Republic.

After our journey toward the center of the earth, lunch will be in order at a local favorite
en route to the fairytale city which awaits us.
Upon arrival to Cesky Krumlov, we’ll check into our charming boutique hotel and rest up
for tomorrow’s adventure throughout this medieval masterpiece. Dinner is on our own
tonight but as always, feel free to join our Tour Leader for a delicious meal nearby the
hotel.

Cesky Krumlov: 2 Nights
If you put the best parts of Prague in an
even more beautiful surrounding with green
rolling hills & pastures as her backdrop,
you get Cesky Krumlov (not to mention it’s
way less crowded than Prague!) An
“UNESCO World Heritage Site with a
stunning castle above the Vltava River, an
old town square, (&) Renaissance and
baroque architecture” -Lonely Planet

Day 4, Saturday July 30th: Walking
Through a Fairytale (B)
Today we’ll embark on a morning jaunt around the highlights of this fairytale city with
amazing architecture and fascinating history. Lots of awesome photos to take today!
Our first stop after breakfast takes us to Chateau Cesky Krumlov. This 131h century
Gothic castle stands proud overlooking the quaint historical epicenter of Moravia. A
delight for our eyes and cameras inside and
out; lavish interiors, fascinating history,
gorgeous castle gardens, and architecture that
brings us back in time. Within this estate is the
prominent Castle Tower, an iconic symbol of
the great history and beauty that is Cesky
Krumlov. Once characterized as “The towerest
of all towers”, we’ll have the opportunity to
climb all the way to the top and witness the
outstanding view all around with cameras in hand.

From here we’ll make our way to Old Town for a privately guided tour of the slice of
history left behind all around us. Highlights as we stroll through the medieval streets as if
it were still the 13th century include the
Renaissance town hall, former Jesuit hall of
residents, Gothic church of St.Vit, former
town brewery, Renaissance house, old mill,
barber´s house, old orphanage and hospital,
aqueduct view bridge, castle gardens with
Baroque fountain, Roccoco House, and
beautifully preserved Latran Quarter
Houses.
Lunch will now be in order after this
morning full of great experiences and photographs. Grab a bite to eat on your own or join
our Tour Director for a tasty lunch in the heart of Old Town (lunch not included).
The afternoon and evening will be free to explore on our own. Lot’s of options to choose
from including our favorites below (not included):
– Revolving Auditorium & Open Air Theater Show: See a performance at this
6-decade old unique performing arts space.
– Kayak the Vltava River: Take an easy and short float through on the iconic
river that winds its way through Cesky Krumlov.
– Hike to the Divci Kamen Castle Ruins: A short drive from Cesky Krumlov
takes us to a small village where an easy to moderate trail allows for a unique hike
to the ruins of this medieval castle.
* Above optional activities can be
signed up for during the tour. Our
Tour Director will help coordinate
sign-ups for those interested.

Our Tour Director will choose one of the
above options and all are welcome to join
in on the fun. This evening rest up or
explore the city all lit up at night. As
always, feel free to enjoy dinner on your
own or join our Tour Director at a
carefully picked, well regarded pivnice (authentic restaurant).
Day 5, Sunday July 31st: Photography Icons & Human Bone Art?! (B)
After breakfast this morning, we’ll have one more interesting visit before moving on
toward Prague. The Fotoatelier Seidel Museum and Photo Exposition is an
awesome presentation with a wealth of unique period images, postcards, glass-plate
negatives, and well-preserved, functioning
cameras, enlargers and darkroom
equipment in honor of the historic work by
Josef and František Seidel. This
outstanding collection is enhanced even
further by Seidel’s personal notes, diaries,
customer records, and the original furniture
and fixtures in the house. Whether you are
into photography or not, this visit should
prove quite interesting for all.
After checking out of the hotel, we’ll make
our way toward the world renowned medieval mecca of Prague. But first, a stop at
another integral gem and “merchant mecca” will be a must.

Kutná Hora is a picturesque medieval town not to be missed. Think of it as a smaller,
charming Prague. It’s another great opportunity to visit an amazing little city that isn’t
flooded with tourists like its big brother we’ll be heading to next.

The UNESCO World Heritage town rose to prominence from silver mining in the 141h
and 15th centuries. At that time, the town's importance matched and even outweighed the
significance of Prague. Kutná Hora became the financial center of Bohemia until the
silver ore ran out. The town is also
famous for the site of Wenceslas II's
Royal Mint in 1308, which produced the
famous Prague Groschen coins. Saint
Barbara's Cathedral and the eerie
Sedlec Ossuary (Kostnice Bone
Church), decorated with disconcerting
sculptures of the bones of plague victims
and monks from centuries past. The
ossuary lies underneath the little All
Saints Church situated in the middle of
the picturesque cemetery in Sedlec.
We’ll enjoy lunch in Kutná Hora (not included) before ending the day in Prague.
Get your first taste of this world class city as we arrive in the evening. Dinner is on your
own before a restful night to get ready for a full day of exploration; tomorrow we’ll see
why it’s become the most popular place to visit in Eastern Europe.

Prague: 2 Nights
“The City of a Thousand Spires has seen it all. Centuries of Bohemian kings, classical
composers, invading Nazis, Soviet tanks and Velvet Revolutionaries have passed over Prague’s
cobblestones, and the spires survived it all, creating one of Europe’s most romantic and beautiful
skylines. Stroll the Charles Bridge at dusk or get lost in a labyrinth of picturesque, medieval,
cobbled streets in the Old City to discover what makes this Baroque jewel so alluring.” –
Frommers

More than 20 years after the fall of communism and the Velvet Revolution, the popularity of
Prague (Praha in Czech) as one of Europe’s premier tourist destinations shows no signs of

slowing down. And while it’s no longer the travelers’ bargain it was in earlier days, the Czech
capital’s combination of a thrilling history and glorious architectural overachievement remains
as compelling as ever.

Day 6, Monday August 1st: A Medieval Wonderland… (B)
Prague is packed with intricate beauty, architecture, and history into a relatively small,
walkable city. This morning we’ll embark on a privately guided visit through Eastern
Europe’s gem. The city is divided in half
by the Vltava River and we’ll be taking
the whole day to explore each half of the
town. This morning we’ll cross the river
into the famous Castle Quarter filled
with amazing cobblestone streets, shops,
cathedrals, and Prague Castle, the 1,000
year old symbol of Czech statehood.
Highlights here will include the Royal
Palace, St. Vitus Cathedral, and St.
George Monastery. Prague’s art
nouveau St. Vitus Cathedral is located
within Prague Castle and contains the tombs of many Bohemian kings and Holy Roman
Emperors. It’s an excellent example of Gothic architecture and is the biggest and most
important church in the country.

After a relaxing break to explore on your own and grab a bite to eat, the afternoon begins
with a walk along the atmospheric Charles Bridge and through the Jewish Quarter. The
Jewish Quarter, known as Josefov, is located between the Old Town Square and the
Vltava River. Its torrid history dates back to the 13th century, when the Jewish
community in Prague was ordered to vacate their disparate homes and settle in one area.
From here, enter Old Town Square where we’ll see Prague’s iconic symbol: the Tyn
Church Clock. This 14th century medieval astronomical clock is the oldest working one
in the world and 1 of 3 in total! The square itself is from 12th century and the famous
church can be seen all over Prague. The Gothic looking church has two spires, one wider
than the other, representing masculine
and feminine sides of the world.
Tonight, join our Tour Director for a
delicious dinner at one of the city’s
charming restaurants (not included) or
explore and find a spot of your own.
Rest up after supper because tomorrow
we’ll hop on our flight to the capital
“epicenter” of Eastern Europe.

Hungary (3 Nights)
Budapest:
Architecturally stunning Budapest is a tour de force of Hapsburg splendor, best appreciated over
rich cream cakes in a chandelier-lit Gerbeaud coffee house or a sumptuous steam in a Gellért
thermal bath. Free of its communist shackles, a
dynamic cultural undercurrent once again flows
freely down the Danube and across the city’s grandly
designed boulevards.” – Frommers
The capital city of Hungary and the country’s largest
city has something for everyone. Fascinating
historical museums, a fun sports community, & a
temperate year-round climate help boost the cities
overall attraction. Travelers love to explore the
Museum of Applied Arts, St. Stephen’s Basilica, and
the islands along the Danube River. Budapest is an
essential stop for explorers who want to understand
the history of the Western world, and it’s also a great
place just for an escape from the daily slog back
home…

Day 7, Tuesday August 2nd: The Epicenter of
Eastern Europe (B)
Today we’ll bid farewell to the glorious city of
Prague and make our way to the nation of Hungry. A short flight to Budapest has us
arriving in the country’s capital in no time.
We’ll meet our guide on arrival and begin the adventure straight off. A drive on the Pest
side takes us along the main avenue, passing the
beautiful Opera House and a stop at Heroes
Square, with a mammoth tribute to Hungary’s
historic figures. Next up is City Park, right
across the street from the square. The massive
green space is home to the Art Nouveau Zoo,
Transylvanian Vajdahunyad Castle Replica,
and beautiful Szechenyi Thermal Baths (if
interested you can go to these baths on your
own during free time). Some great photo ops to
be taken here as we stroll through the central
heart of the city.
Next up is St. Stephen’s Basilica, the largest
church in the country. Dedicated to Hungary’s
first king, St. Stephen, the gigantic neoclassical
masterpiece fits up to 8,500 worshippers at
once. Another famous attraction found inside is
St. Stephen’s mummified right hand, known by
the locals as the Szent Jobb (Holy Right Hand).
Last stop today will be the striking 19th century
Parliament. Hungary's law-making body is rightly considered among the most beautiful
parliaments buildings in the world. Selected as a World Heritage site as a central element
in the Danube panorama in 2011, the edifice is not only an invaluable treasure, but also
the pride of the nation. It provides a home for the legislature, a place of safekeeping for
the Hungarian Holy Crown, and a workplace both for the 199 Members of Parliament

and for the nearly 600 people who assist them. Currently, the building also houses the
offices of the Prime Minister and his support staff.

Tonight enjoy the shimmering lights of Parliament over the Danube and explore on your
own or grab some tasty dinner with our Tour Director.
Day 8, Wednesday August 3rd: Lake Balaton & Her Surrounding Gems! (B)
Eat a hearty breakfast this AM because today we have an exciting full day adventure to
the largest and shallowest body of water in Central and Eastern Europe.
Lake Balaton
“Extending roughly 80km like a skinny, lopsided paprika, at first glance Lake Balaton
seems to simply be a happy, sunny expanse of
opaque tourmaline-colored water in which to
play. But step beyond the beaches of Europe’s
biggest and shallowest body of water and you’ll
encounter vine-filled forested hills, a national
park and a wild peninsula jutting out 4km,
nearly cutting the lake in half. Oh, and did we
mention a hilltop fairy-tale fortress?” - Lonely
Planet

Our first stop takes us to Veszprem, the
’northern capital’ of Balaton, with an
impressive castle and the beautiful Basilica of
St Michael on Castle Hill. Moving on, we’ll arrive in Balatonfured, a delightful resort
and spa town on Hungary’s largest lake, where we’ll visit the Old Hospital, 19th century
old town harbor, round church, Kossuth spring, and the Park of Celebrities, with statues
of poets, politicians and scientists. Free time to grab lunch on your own will be in order
before the next stop.
Our final lakeside stop is Tihany, located on the
peninsula. Here we discover the famous 1000-yearold abbey and photograph the magnificent views of
the lake from the hill this 11th century gem is perched
upon. The best and most scenic way to finish the day
is via a ferry crossing, photographing the coast from
the lake itself. On the other side we’ll meet our driver
and make our way back to Budapest. The remainder
of the evening is at leisure.
OR…
Optional Scenic Dinner Cruise:
Join our Tour Director tonight on an optional scenic
dinner cruise along the Danube. Our private

Venetian type boats will make us feel like royalty as we take in the city lights including
the stunning Parliament lit up and shimmering against the water. A delicious dinner will
be served as we float by the brilliant night scenery. *Cost and inclusions will be sent out
for RSVP to all signed up 1 month prior to the trip.
Day 9, Thursday August 4th:
Exploring Buda (B, D)
Our last full day will be spent
exploring the other side of this world
class city, Buda. But first, a quick stop
over the bridge in Pest to see the
Dohány Street Synagogue, famously
called the “The Great Synagogue”
and rightfully so because it is the
largest in Europe and second largest in
the world.
Back over the bridge to Buda, we’ll
take a stroll through Castle Hill to visit the Neo-Gothic Matthias Church and
Fisherman Bastion. These iconic places are located on a terrace in Neo-Gothic and NeoRomanesque style situated on the Buda bank overlooking the Danube and Pest side of the
city (awesome views and photos!). A stopover will follow atop Gellert Hill and the
Citadel for more awesome panoramic views of the city. Next, we’ll have some free time
to enjoy a delicious lunch (not included) before relaxing in the most famous baths of
Budapest.
The Gellert Thermal Baths, also called Gellért gyógyfürdő, is a bath complex in
Budapest built between 1912 and 1918 in the Secession Art Nouveau style. It was
damaged during World War II but then rebuilt. References to healing waters in this
location are found from as early
as the 13th century. The "magical
healing spring" was used by the
Turkish during the 16th and 17th
centuries and it was called called
Sárosfürdő (“muddy” bath),
because the mineral mud settled
at the bottom of the pools. Our
entry will include a locker rental
and towel.
After our weary muscles have
been relaxed, we’ll be brought
back to the hotel and the
remainder of the afternoon is at leisure before dinner tonight.
This evening we’ll reconvene for an authentic and entertaining final night dinner.
Enjoying traditional Hungarian favorites while watching Gypsy music and a folklore
show will be a great way to conclude our unforgettable journey together with new travel
buddies to explore the world with for years to come!
Day 10, Friday August 5th: Farewell (B)
Today we bid farewell to the magical lands of Eastern Europe. The day is at leisure until
your flight home. Included group airport transfers will be arranged at specific times
throughout the day.
* Depart from Budapest International Airport (BUD) on August 5th 2022. Arrival time
windows needed to make included group transfer will be sent to group 3-4 months prior

to departure date. *Note, your round trip international flights will be a MULTI-CITY
BOOKING to arrive in Krakow (KRK) and depart from Budapest (BUD)
Included:
• 9 nights/10 days boutique hotels throughout
• All privately guided tours and activities as listed in the itinerary
• All transportation as listed in the itinerary
• Local flight INCLUDED! (Prague --> Budapest)
• Breakfast every day
• 1 Lunches, 2 Dinners
• All taxes & fees included
Not Included:
• International airfare
• Gratuities for guides, drivers, hotel staff
• Items of a personal nature
• Optional activities stated above and any fees associated with activities on your
own
• Costs for meals not included
• Beverages are not included with meals
• Any additional transportation, items, etc. not listed in the above itinerary
Accommodations:
Krakow: Hotel Pod Bialym Orlem (https://best-hotels.top/hotel-polski-pod-bialymorlem/) or similar…
Cesky Krumlov: Hotel Bellevue (https://www.bellevuehotelkrumlov.cz/en) or similar…
Prague: Green Garden Hotel (http://www.hotelgreengarden.cz/home.htm) or similar…
Budapest: K+K Hotel Opera (https://www.kkhotels.com/products/kk-hotel-operabudapest/) or similar…
*Accommodations subject to change based on availability
Price: $2,695.00
Single Supplement: $895.00
*For our solo travelers we will pair you up with someone of the same sex unless single
occupancy is requested.
Please go to http://www.photoflytravel.org/tour/eastern-europe-group-tours/ to sign
up OR mail check to Local Planet Travel:
Local Planet Travel
105 Swallowtail Pl
Greenville, SC 29607
*We also accept no fee payments via Venmo & Zelle. Should you wish to pay via either method see the
instructions below:
Venmo: Send trip payments to @photofly (www.venmo.com/photofly)
Zelle: Send trip payments to steve.juba@localplanettravel.com

*If mailing a check, please reserve your spot via the above trip page and select "check payments" on the
checkout page.

Cancellation Policy & Refunds
*There is a $100.00 administrative fee for all cancellations. Cancellations made 120 days (03/29/22) or
more prior to trip departure date are fully refundable except for the $100 fee. Cancellations less than made
120 days (03/29/22) prior to the trip departure date will receive no refund of the full amount due. No
refunds on unused portions of the tour. Credit card fees and paypal processing fees cannot be refunded.
After airline tickets are issued, airline cancellations are per the airline’s policy and are usually nonrefundable and changeable with a fee plus new ticket price. Travel insurance strongly encouraged (ask us
about policy options). *Hotels subject to change based on availability
COVID Cancellation Policy: Local Planet Travel Services OR Guest may cancel this reservation if the
USA or country(s) we are visiting mandates a country-wide closure due to COVID. If this happens, you
would receive a full refund. If guest chooses, the funds can remain on file and be applied for any future tour
with PhotoFly Travel Club. *Please note bank merchant service fees when using a credit card are nonrefundable.
MANDATORY VACCINE REQUIREMENT: The safety of all our guests is a top priority regardless of
where our adventures take us. All travelers are required to have an approved COVID-19 vaccination to
participate in this tour. Travelers that meet this mandatory requirement can join our adventures after 14
days has elapsed since their final dose. Proof of vaccination must be provided by emailing a copy of the
participants COVID-19 vaccination card to joinus@photoflytravel.com upon sign up. *Guests who are not
vaccinated for medical reasons are exempt from this mandatory vaccine policy with proof from a certified
medical professional.
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